PARLIAMENTARY BRIEFING

WATER MATTERS
Our water environment affects every member of your constituency. It impacts on the water we drink,
the seas we swim in and the food we eat; it is also a key part of our economy, directly through tourism,
recreation and fishing and indirectly by helping to alleviate flooding and drought and buffer us against
the impacts of climate change. We need our water environment to be healthy and buzzing with life so it
can benefit people and wildlife. So many people enjoy experiencing “nature” but despite the well proven
health benefits we are increasingly disconnected from it.

THE GOALS WE ARE WORKING TOWARDS
The Blueprint for Water lays out actions that need to be taken in the next five years to ensure everyone
plays their part in halting and reversing the loss of aquatic wildlife and maximising benefits for people.
The Blueprint is calling on the Government and industry in England to help ensure that by 2021 we:
●● Stop pollution in our waters – pollution remains
one of the biggest issues affecting our water
environment. We need to tackle the issue “at
source”, the polluter needs to pay, and better
incentives are needed to support those who
wish to protect and enhance our waters.
●● Manage floods for people and wildlife - nature
needs to be part of the solution; giving water
space can help alleviate the impacts of climate
change and give wildlife and people green and
blue spaces to thrive in.

●● Use water wisely – water is scarcer than you
think. We need to value our water, reduce over
abstraction and reduce demand.
●● Create, protect and restore places for wildlife
– much of our wildlife relies on protected areas,
but we need more protected areas that are
better connected and better managed.
●● Join up water management – we need sourceto-sea thinking and integrated management
across all sectors to maximise the benefits to
people and the environment.

BE A CHAMPION

88%

As Members of Parliament we ask you to help ensure our water
environment supports people and wildlife now, tomorrow and for
years to come. We urge you to:

1

Champion one or two of the actions laid out in the Blueprint
for Water. Talk to the Secretary of State at Defra, the Rt Hon
Elizabeth Truss, on behalf of your constituents, about why you
support the Blueprint for Water and why you believe we need
to do more to improve our rivers, lakes, ponds and wetlands.
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Tell the Treasury that the environment is worth investing in –
the cost benefits to people and the economy are substantial
and well proven (we would be happy to provide more detail)
and the Government and Agencies need to work with third
sector organisations to realise the huge potential to deliver
multiple benefits from public funds.
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The Blueprint for Water is a coalition of 16 leading environmental
and fishery NGOs, representing some 6 million people, and is part of
Wildlife and Countryside Link, a wider forum representing 46 voluntary
environment organisations.

THE BLUEPRINT FOR WATER MEMBERS

OF RIVER
CATCHMENTS IN
ENGLAND AND
WALES ARE EITHER
OVER-ABSTRACTED
OR OVER-LICENSED3
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FEEL THAT OUR
WELLBEING AND
QUALITY OF LIFE IS
BASED ON NATURE1
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AGREE WE HAVE A
MORAL OBLIGATION
TO HALT THE LOSS
OF OUR WILDLIFE
AND HABITATS1
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Visit www.blueprintforwater.org.uk or email emails@blueprintforwater.org.uk

